
VIA CRUCIS 
Good Friday, April 10th, 2019 

Procession and Commemoration of the Stations of the Cross  
Downtown Sites, Los Angeles, California 

 
Good afternoon. My name is Matt Harper and I am a member of the Los Angeles Catholic 
Worker community. We are so grateful that you have created a space to join us this 
afternoon. 
 
The Los Angeles Catholic Worker has been doing this modern day retelling of the Stations of 
the Cross since the early 1970s. For those new to the Stations of the Cross, this tradition 
invites us to follow and walk with Jesus of Nazareth in his final hours leading to his execution. 
For the L.A. Catholic Worker, the Via Crucis (literally “the way of torture”) serves as a 
reminder of the many ways that Christ is still crucified in our world today (sometimes by the 
very institutions that bear his name). We gather to remember, to repent, and to recommit 
ourselves to the radical work of liberation as Christ called all people to, roughly two millennia 
ago.  
 
Historically, these stations have made space to remember the broad spectrum of violence 
done by and in connection to U.S. empire: war, political destabilization, economic 
strangulation, indigenous genocide, police brutality, and so much more.  
 
This year, in the shadow of the COVID-19 virus, we choose to center the thousands 
(14-22,000) of people still trapped in cages in Los Angeles County. We remember them 
because they reflect the incarcerated Jesus; we remember them because their incarceration 
creates harm and strips our communities of resources they so desperately need; we 
remember them because they have been relegated to cages of death, as COVID-19 cases 
and death grow.  
 
Today’s stations juxtapose Jesus’s passion with the brutal history of incarceration in Los 
Angeles. We would like to thank Kelly Lytle Hernandez, author of the beautifully poignant and 
painfully revealing book City of Inmates: Conquest, Rebellion, and the Rise of Human Caging 
in Los Angeles 1771-1965, for her work and permission, which were integral to the accurate 
retelling of the story of caging in Los Angeles.  
 
As we make our way through the city to places that reflect this history, we invite anyone 
interested to follow along with the script linked on our facebook page. There will be 
opportunities, also, for your participation. So, we invite you to read out the parts of the script 
demarcated in BOLD, CAPITALIZED LETTERS, if you are so inclined.  
 
We begin, in front of the Los Angeles Police Department headquarters, with the recognition 
that many of us are not indigneous to the land we are on, we are settlers on the ceded 
territory of the Tongva-Gabrielino Tribe. There will be no justice on this land until the 
commitments made to Tongva-Gabrielino ancestors in Tovaangar (toe-voong-are), the Los 
Angeles Basin, are honored and expanded to recognize the compounding impact that 
genocidal practices have had on the lives of those native to this land. But moreso, justice 



requires addressing the impacts of white supremacy on every other marginalized community 
here.  
 
Whether you come today from a particular faith tradition or, on the opposite side, with a 
disdain for organized religion, welcome. Regardless of the roots that lead us to desiring a 
more just world, there is no denying the role capitalism and organized religion have played in 
violence, exploitation and death. We gather to remember all communities of color, faith 
traditions, documentation statuses, ages, genders, sexual orientations, class backgrounds, 
housing statuses, ability levels… who are condemned to interpersonal, intrapersonal, cultural 
and systemic violence today and every day. 

WE GATHER AND WE REPENT. 

We gather today to remember that on this day 2000 years ago, another human, Jesus of 
Nazareth, was dragged through courts and courtyards and jails, condemned to die by the 
religious and political authorities of his day. His crime: proclaiming a Year of Jubilee - for 
exposing their policies of death and oppression, for teaching a path of healing and 
compassion, for placing the humble and the outcast at the center of God's kin-dom, for daring 
to walk a path in direct opposition to power and empire.  

WE GATHER AND WE REMEMBER. 

We remember that we, as citizens of this city, county, and country, are complicit with empire, 
with Christ's and humanity's suffering, by our silence, our acceptance of state-sponsored 
violence, our participation in state-sponsored violence, and our unwillingness to imagine a 
future that doesn’t involve the disposal of whole communities of people.  

WE REMEMBER AND WE REPENT 

JESUS STOOD UP TO READ THE LESSON AND WAS HANDED THE SCROLL OF 
THE PROPHET ISAIAH. HE OPENED THE SCROLL AND FOUND THE PASSAGE WHICH 
SAYS, "THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS UPON ME BECAUSE HE HAS ANOINTED ME; HE 
HAS SENT ME TO ANNOUNCE GOOD NEWS TO THE POOR, TO PROCLAIM RELEASE 
FOR PRISONERS AND RECOVERY OF SIGHT TO THE BLIND; TO LET THE BROKEN 
VICTIMS GO FREE, TO PROCLAIM THE YEAR OF THE LORD'S FAVOR."  (Luke 4: 
18-19)  

CREATOR, GRANT THAT AS WE WALK WITH YOUR BELOVED TODAY, THAT OUR 
EYES AND OUR HEARTS BE OPENED. GIVE US THE GRACE TO STAND WITH YOU IN 
OUR INCARCERATED NEIGHBORS, FAMILY, AND FRIENDS. GIVE US THE COURAGE 
TO REJECT THE PATH OF EMPIRE AND DEMAND THE PATH OF LIFE. AMEN. 

 
  



*******  
The First Station: Jesus is Condemned to Death 

   The Courthouses: Spring Street and Temple St.  

We adore you O Christ and we praise you. 

BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.  

A simple carpenter is condemned to death in the highest chambers of the land: in the temple 
precincts, in the palace of the King. He is labeled an agitator, a traitor, a tax resistor, an 
enemy of the country because of his words and actions. The chief priests and teachers of the 
law deem his crucifixion a necessary sacrifice in order to maintain the religious and political 
power structures.  

Our journey begins here in between the Federal Courthouse and the Clara Shortridge Foltz 
Criminal Justice Center, one of L.A.’s local courthouses. Each day, hundreds of Angelenos 
walk through these buildings awaiting their own crucifixions. Their elimination from land, 
society, and life (and the impact of this on their communities) is deemed a necessary 
punishment to maintain the political structures and economic order. Today’s Angelenos face 
a barbaric “justice” system just as those who lived on this land centuries ago did.  

Just as the Holy Roman Empire became a hub of incarceration and execution, so, too, “Los 
Angeles has become a hub of incarceration, imprisoning more people than any other nation 
on earth…[in] its... billion dollar system of [88] jails, [23] detention centers/camps, ... one 
penal farm [detention centers and federal prisons].” “The city of Angeles is in fact the city of 
inmates.” 

Though we gather here today, we remember incarceration starts well before the courts: on 
our streets, in our schools, in our words, and by our actions.  

"NAZARETH! CAN ANYTHING GOOD COME FROM THERE?”  

As those in power saw it, Jesus was from a “backwater” town. We remember all of those 
areas deemed “backwater” places in our communities today: Indigenous communities; the 
scattered, makeshift houses of the unhoused;  black and brown neighborhoods created by 
decades of redlining, restrictive housing covenants, freeway construction, and white flight.  

Throughout Jesus’ life, those in power plotted against him, interrogated him, and came up 
with a plan to eliminate him. So, too, have those in power plotted, lobbied, crafted deceitful 
policies, and stalked “suspects” today… long before any Angelenos reach a jail cell. 

WE GATHER HERE TO POINT OUT THE HYPOCRISY OF ARTICULATING A 
DESIRE FOR ACCOUNTABILITY BUT FEEDING AN ADDICTION TO PUNISHMENT.  

We gather here to point out the hypocrisy of professing a dedication to best practices all while 
wasting our community’s needed resources on solutions that cannot help instead of on 
housing, after school programs, community centers, daycare, mental health treatment, 
addiction services, employment opportunities, supportive housing…  



WE GATHER HERE TO POINT OUT THE HYPOCRISY OF SUPPORTING A 
SYSTEM THAT DOES NOT DISTRIBUTE ITS “JUSTICE” EQUITABLY. 

We stand here to point out the barbarism of giving up healing and care for human cages. 

At this moment, our refusal to imagine a world without cages is putting thousands of 
Angelenos at risk of death and their families at risk of losing a loved one during this 
COVID-19 crisis.  

***  

THE LORD OPENS THE INDICTMENT AGAINST THE ELDERS OF THE PEOPLE AND 
THEIR OFFICERS: YOU HAVE RAVAGED THE VINEYARD, AND THE SPOILS OF THE 
POOR ARE IN YOUR HOUSES. IS IT NOTHING TO YOU THAT YOU CRUSH MY PEOPLE 
AND GRIND THE FACES OF THE POOR? THIS IS THE VERY WORD OF THE LORD, 
THE LORD OF HOSTS. (Isaiah 3: 14-15) 

 

******* 
The Second Station: Jesus Takes Up His Cross. 

The Hall of (In)Justice 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD. 

A wooden beam, -- massive, rough-- is laid upon lacerated shoulders, sacred hands are 
bound in place. His body, already, is a mass of wounds: blood streaming down his face from 
the crown of thorns; skin ripped from his back, exposing raw flesh from the brutal lashings by 
the Roman soldiers. Jesus' body -- the Incarnation, God become human-- has been mutilated 
beyond recognition.  

All of this violence, done at the bequest of the chief priests and the Sanhedrin. State officials 
in such blind allegiance to constructed codes that they falsify testimony against Jesus in 
order to pass his death sentence. An execution that transpired only because Pontius Pilate 
refused to stand against the will of the powerful and the indoctrinated people. 

And here we stand, in front of the Hall of (In)Justice. This is home to both the Los Angeles 
Sheriff’s Department and the District Attorney offices. Like the soldiers who tortured Jesus 
and the chief priests who “spat in his face and hit him with their fists,” the Los Angeles 
Sheriff’s Department has been an unrelenting source of violence against Angelenos both 
inside and outside the jails. But this is nothing new. The earliest “law enforcement” flogged, 
hobbled, shackled, and whipped any it pleased. Similarly, law enforcement today has near 
total immunity to beat, kick, strangle, tase, slam, pepper-spray, burn, surveil, electrocute, run 
over, and shoot Angelenos as they please - it is both culture and law that their violence is 
protected.  
 
And like the Sanhedrin and high priests who looked “for evidence against Jesus, however 



false,” who used lying witnesses and incited the audience of onlookers, the Sheriffs have also 
falsified evidence and testimony, they have intimidated witnesses, and used the media’s 
allegiance to them to craft self-serving narratives. Despite 300 discredited Sheriffs who 
continued to serve on the streets and in our jails (enumerated in the Brady List) or the lead 
Sheriff, Lee Baca, serving time in jail for his recent, intentional obstruction of FBI 
investigations into abuses in our jails, significant swaths of law enforcement power remains 
intact.  

And the LAPD is no different. Their violence is tolerated, their tampering with recording 
equipment on their cars - accepted. Their turning off of body cameras - unpunished. Their 
planting of evidence on people - overlooked. Their misconduct - legislatively permissible.  

And just as Pontius Pilate gave legal clearance for the abuse, so, too, District Attorney Jackie 
Lacey continues to condone the violence of law enforcement. After eight years, her refusal to 
challenge the unchecked violence of law enforcement has only emboldened them. So, as we 
begin our journey in remembrance of Christ’s being sentenced to hang on the cross at the 
hands of the Roman Empire, let us not forget the many who are sentenced to traumatic 
suffering from state violence here in Los Angeles, particularly those in our jails who have 
even less protections or means of redress.  

*** 

ARISE, O GOD, AND JUDGE THE EARTH; FOR THOU DOST PASS ALL NATIONS 
THROUGH THY SIEVE. (Psalm 82: 8) 

 
 
TRANSITION MATERIAL: As we walk to the next station, please feel free to watch this clip of 
Sheriff violence in our jails in 2008:  
 
https://www.kcet.org/shows/socal-connected/newly-public-videos-show-2008-la-jail-beatings 

 
******* 

The Third Station: Jesus Falls the First Time 
Father Serra Park’s statue of St. Junipero Serra 

We adore you, O Christ and we praise you.  

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD. 

2000 years ago a group of men condemned the Son of Man to die. Humanity fell as it failed 
to recognize the God incarnate who walked among them. So, too, following the creation of 
systems of incarceration in Los Angeles, our “justice” system has continued to fall, again and 
again, in its barbaric targeting and elimination of communities.  

To be clear, the “justice system” created in Los Angeles (and beyond) was never intended to 
be a tool for equitable accountability, meaningful “security,” or communal healing or survival. 

https://www.kcet.org/shows/socal-connected/newly-public-videos-show-2008-la-jail-beatings


That said, with each passing era, the system has become more insidious and fallen deeper 
into devastatingly destructive practices and orientations.  

We gather in front of this statue of St. Junipero Serra to remember that the first community 
incarcerated in the Spanish colony of El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina de Los Angeles 
del Rio Porciúncula were locked up at the hands of Franciscan priests.  

 WE REMEMBER THE FIRST VICTIMS OF THE CITY OF ANGELS: THE 
TONGVA-GABRIELINO. 

There is no evidence that L.A.’s indigenous communities ever tried or experienced human 
caging until the Spanish Crown dispatched a small group of Catholic priests to establish their 
fourth mission, Mission San Gabriel Arcangel, on Tongva territory in the summer of 1771. 
From the earliest days, the Franciscans made every effort to change the culture and 
practices of the native community. “The priests locked unmarried women and girls over the 
age of eight years in dormitories at night… For the priests, the official objective of caging 
women and girls was to compel behaviors concordant with the priests’ spiritual and cultural 
beliefs. Conversion was the Franciscan objective in California.” 

From the onset, the Spanish believed that the Tongva-Gabrielino were “weak, irrational, and 
culturally inferior people” who could not and would not adjust to the colonial order without 
physical punishment. Incarceration became a means both of supporting this “transition” but 
also a way to strip native people of most citizenship rights, as well as their land. “Criminal 
acts rather than… ‘natural conditions’... provided elite policymakers the flexibility needed to 
legally delimit the all-too-inclusive (if still male) category of the citizen. Crime and 
punishment...emerged as the platform…” It is painfully clear that “the carceral assault on 
Tongva life, land, and sovereignty unfolded within a broader culture of Native elimination”: 
disease, broken treaties, forced labor, incarceration, reservations, and genocidal violence.” 

“Vagrancy, disorderly conduct and public drunkenness, which systematically penalized the 
landless, homeless, underemployed [and those suffering addiction], drove the rise in 
incarceration… and still remain leading causes of arrest.” This isn’t to suggest these 
challenges were unique to Native communities though: “white gamblers and drunks crowded 
the town with impunity.” 
 
It is no surprise, then, that when Los Angeles became part of the United States, 
imprisonment was the first act of governance: a jailer was hired to staff the county jail, the 
first publicly owned building. It is no surprise, either, that the Tongva’s sacred “council tree,” 
El Aliso Viejo, an enormous sycamore that stood right here nearly 400 years ago, became 
one of several “lynching trees” years later. It is no surprise that an Indian boarding school, 
Sherman Indian High School, was established in L.A. County to strip the languages, cultures, 
and futures of so many. 

Spirit of Life: 

HEAL US OF THE SIN OF OUR ANCESTORS  



Spirit of Life: 

 GUIDE OUR HEARTS TO DEEP OUR REPENTANCE AND LAMENTATION FOR 
OUR CONTINUING THE SINS OF OUR PREDECESSORS 

 
Spirit of Life:  

HELP US REPAIR THE CENTURIES OF HARM AND ITS VARIED COMPOUNDING 
THAT HAS CONTINUED TO TODAY 

***  

 THEN THE LORD SAID TO ME, “PROPHSEY TO THE BREATH; PROPHESY, SON 
OF MAN, AND SAY TO IT, ‘THIS IS WHAT THE SOVEREIGN LORD SAYS: COME, 
BREATHE, FROM THE FOUR WINDS AND BREATHE INTO THESE SLAIN, THAT THEY 
MAY LIVE.’” SO I PROPHESIED AND MY BREATH ENTERED THEM; THEY CAME TO 
LIFE AND STOOD UP ON THEIR FEET.          (Ezekiel 37: 7-9)  

 
******* 

The Fourth Station: Jesus Meets His Mother 
Paseo Luis Olivares, La Virgen mural 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.  
 
The mother of the Just One meets her son in the midst of his suffering. Flesh of her flesh, she 
suffers the pain of his physical torments, the sword foretold by Simeon. Yet this pales when 
compared to the humiliating treatment she must witness as well, for the Son who is Love is 
marked an outcast, contemptible in the eyes of men, and condemned to die. This seems to 
mock the angel's promise: "Blessed are you among women." 

Since the dawning of incarceration, mothers and mother figures have refused to give up their 
resilience. They fearlessly challenge these systems (that throw their children away) and the 
political leaders that tolerate and create them. They do these things while also providing 
depthless compassion and support to their incarcerated loved ones. In 1785, Toypurina led 
an armed attack on the Spanish in an attempt to quash their efforts to eliminate 
Tongva-Gabrielino culture and people. In 1926, La Sociedad de Madres Mexicanas (The 
Society of Mexican Mothers) was established to help finance legal defenses for the 
increasing number of Mexicans facing civil and criminal charges in Los Angeles, as well as 
those at risk for deportation.  

That same spirit continues now. Each day, thousands of families in Los Angeles stand 
faithfully by their children. They line up at jails and prisons to visit, they fill courtrooms to bear 
witness, and they find ways to make bail. They know that no matter what may have led to 



their child’s incarceration, they are first and foremost a beloved child, a person of promise, a 
spirit in need of care and healing. 

“I am the mother of an incarcerated son and my life has changed forever,” Rachel reflects in 
Jesus, The Risen Prisoner by Michael Kennedy. “I am forever sad. I am sad because there is 
a piece of my heart that is missing, a beat that is skipping. There is an empty seat at my 
table, an empty bedroom in my house. There is always a missing laughter in my ear, a 
missing kiss who wishes me goodnight. There is a pain and desperation that doesn’t seem to 
leave.” 

There is something particularly devastating about the mourning cries of a mother whose child 
has been killed by law enforcement. Protesting police murder has shown me that the grief of 
mothers (and many fathers) reaches depths I cannot begin to fathom. I think of Helen Jones, 
Valerie Rivera, Lisa Hines, Catherine Walker and so, so many more who have shared with 
us, time and time again, small pieces of the overwhelming emotions they feel after losing a 
child to state-sanctioned murder. But it is more than grief they must hold. 

I think of the blatant disrespect Lisa experienced, being directed to the coroner’s office to 
learn that three days prior her daughter had died in a jail cell.  

LISA, FORGIVE US. 

I think of the unresolved questions that Helen has held for eleven years, waiting to find 
out why her son had internal hemorrhaging and a swollen forehead when he was found dead 
in solitary confinement.  

HELEN, FORGIVE US. 

I think about Valerie’s despair to know not only that her teenage son was shot for 
carrying a squirtgun he had purchased at a convenience store on a hot summer night, but 
that the officers’ car then ran him over and remained on him for hours as he died.  

VALERIE, FORGIVE US. 

I think about the hope Catherine felt when the Police Commission found the final 
LAPD shots that killed her son during a mental health episode in the Crenshaw Mall “out of 
policy,” and then the incredulousness she must feel to have waited a year for there to be any 
consequences to these out of policy actions.  

CATHERINE, FORGIVE US. 

And yet the mothers show up, every week, to demand justice for their children, for all children 
(as all victims are children). They know this fight is larger than themselves. They will not be 
silenced, they will not relent, not until “justice roll down like waters and righteousness like a 
mighty stream” (Amos: 5:24)  

***  



A VOICE WAS HEARD IN RAMAH, SOBBING AND LOUD LAMENTATION; 
RACHEL WEEPING FOR HER CHILDREN, AND SHE WOULD NOT BE COMFORTED, 
FOR THEY WERE NO MORE. (Jeremiah 31: 15)  

 
*******  

The Fifth Station: Simon of Cyrene Helps Jesus to Carry His Cross 
El Pueblo Shelter 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD. 

Roman law gave Simon no choice but to oblige the soldiers’ demand to help carry Jesus’ 
cross for a short period of time. Being tasked with the responsibility of ensuring Jesus’ 
execution, the soldiers searched for the cheapest, most convenient route to completing the 
task assigned: free, forced labor.  
 
By the late 19th century, a “‘97 percent population decline’ of the Tongva-Gabrielino peoples” 
and rumors of gold brought droves of White U.S. citizens westward to L.A. As it became more 
white, local elites had the dream of it becoming the “Aryan City of the Sun,” the “Eden for the 
Saxon Homeseeker.” But with undeveloped infrastructure and a growth of new threats to their 
settler community, they turned their system of incarceration to meet the challenge. 
 
“The emergence of national markets and corporate capitalism was displacing hundreds of 
thousands of white men from farm life and artisan careers across the U.S.” These “tramps” 
became a key source of part-time labor for seasonal industries, but their decision to live 
together and “create alternative kin networks, assume non-normative gender identities, and 
sometimes engage in homosexual relations” fueled a panic among ruling elites. With the 
“science” of sociologists (i.e. trampologists), the decision was made to criminalize this “threat” 
to the white settler paradise.  
 
A series of Acts and Ordinances (California Anti-Vagrancy Act of 1872, and L.A’s Ordinance 
No. 68) “heaped the eliminatory possibilities of imprisonment on public order charges: 
vagrancy (homelessness), public intoxication, unemployment. Overnight, L.A.’s jail population 
skyrocketed so much so that new places of incarceration had to be built to house this now 
100% white population (which included a small percentage of “white” Mexican immigrants 
and Mexican Americans). “With the city jail overcrowded, the L.A. Times delightedly declared 
that the local authorities had unleashed a ‘war on the [tramp] order.’” 
 
But incarceration wasn’t enough. Just as Simon’s labor was utilized to push the agenda of the 
empire, so too were white, vagrants’ labor: bringing L.A. into the 20th century. “By December 
1887, the city council was rejecting bids from private contractors and instead deploying the 
chain gang to build roads and fix bridges” as well as to help “shape the development and 
beautification of the city’s parks [Sunset, Echo and Griffith].” “While acknowledging that the 
expenses of maintaining a chain gang were outstripping its financial benefits, city elites still 
pressed local authorities to stay the course,” recognizing it was in their economic interests to 
build L.A. and incarcerate this community.  



 
We gather today outside of the El Pueblo shelter. We remember the promises of Mayor 
Garcetti, who committed to 10,000 units of supportive housing for the unhoused, and the 1.2 
billion taxpayer dollars that went to make that happen. Now, with all the money earmarked 
away and less than 100 units built in 3+ years, temporary, removable shelters like this is all 
that remains. But that hasn’t stopped the criminalization of poverty or houselessness. Cities 
that commit to a couple of these shelter beds get the promise of increased police sweeps. 
This only exacerbates the reality: one-third of all use of force by local law enforcement is 
against the unhoused, one-fifth of people arrested and in county jail are unhoused, and 51% 
of people in jail are there simply because they can’t afford bail. 
 
We remember all those, like Simon, who have become complicit in the violence and 
criminalization of empire. We include in that the police, who serve as tools of empire, pawns 
wielded by those in power to serve as a buffer between their theft and our collective interests. 
We remember with gratitude those who say no, despite the consequences: those who seek 
alternatives to 911, those who seek to resolve conflicts without the support of 
state-sanctioned force, those who work towards the tearing down of each brick that locks our 
loved ones away from family, healing, and true accountability. 
  

*** 

RICH PEOPLE WHO SEE A BROTHER OR SISTER IN NEED, YET CLOSE THEIR 
HEARTS AGAINST THEM, CANNOT CLAIM THAT THEY LOVE GOD.        (1 John 3:17) 

 
******* 

The Sixth Station: Veronica Wipes the Face of Jesus 
Our Lady Queen of Angels, La Placita 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.  

It is such a small thing in the face of the horror. A moistened cloth, cool against the blistered 
forehead. Over in a moment and changing nothing of what will come. But she does it-- a 
gesture, courageous beyond imagining. Veronica... vera ikon-- true image. A woman-- a 
second-class citizen in an oppressed nation -- who challenged Roman authority with her act 
of compassion. 

We stand here today in front of Our Lady Queen of Angels because this community was the 
first Catholic Church to provide sanctuary to Central American refugees during the 1980s. 
They provided a safe and welcoming space while also organizing other congregations to 
support even more people. 
 
And so we remember the many liberation fighters and service providers who have and who 
continue to struggle with and for the criminalized and incarcerated: those who work to stem 
the rise of incarceration in Los Angeles, who work to free mamas and papas who can’t afford 
bail, who labor for the liberation of all people from all cages. “They [are] an eclectic bunch, 



including the incarcerated as well as journalists, musicians, migrants, mothers, and many 
others.”  
 
We remember Bridget “Biddy” Mason, a nurse brought to Los Angeles as a slave, who 
courageously challenged her master’s claim over her body. Who, after being held in the Los 
Angeles County Jail during her trail for her freedom, returned to the county jail to care for and 
treat the county’s imprisoned population for years after.  
 
We remember the people who have been criminalized but who refuse to accept their 
criminalization. We remember the tens of thousands of Chinese immigrants who refused to 
register after the passage of the Geary Act as protest to its xenophobic criminalization and 
we remember the Latino/a families who lived in Chavez Ravine and refused to leave their 
land when the government stole it from them (ultimately so Dodger stadium could be build on 
their homes).  
 
We remember all those (and their supporters) who’ve fought the different manifestations of 
criminalization in this city. We remember the Youth Justice Coalition’s work to challenge 
racialized and poverty-driven gang injunctions.  

 
GOD, GIVE US THE RESILIENCE TO FIGHT FOR FAMILIES. 

 
We remember the Los Angeles Community Action Network’s work to push back against the 
Safer Cities Initiative.  
 
 GOD, GIVE US WISDOM TO SEE OUR SHARED STAKE WITH THE UNHOUSED. 
We remember the Skid Row Now and 2040 coalition's work to challenge the looming 
decimation of Skid Row.  
 
 GOD, GUIDE OUR ACTIONS SO THAT WE REFUSE TO PARTICIPATE IN 
GENTRIFICATION AND ELIMINATION.  
 
We remember Justice LA’s efforts to transform LA jails and criminalization practices.  
 
 GOD, HELP US SEE HOW COMPASSION AND HEALING ARE YOUR WAYS. 
 
We remember Black Lives Matters’ efforts to hold elected officials accountable.  
 

GOD, HELP US CLAIM OUR POWER FOR CHANGE. 
 
 This list could go for days.  

***  

A MAN VERSED IN THE LAW STOOD UP, TESTING HIM, AND SAID: MASTER, 
WHAT SHALL I DO TO INHERIT ETERNAL LIFE? JESUS SAID TO HIM: WHAT IS 
WRITTEN IN THE LAW AND HOW DO YOU READ IT? THE MAN ANSWERED: YOU 
SHALL LOVE THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART AND IN ALL YOUR 
SPIRIT, STRENGTH AND MIND, AND YOU SHALL LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS 



YOURSELF. JESUS SAID TO HIM: YOU HAVE ANSWERED RIGHT, DO THIS AND YOU 
WILL LIVE. BUT THE MAN, WISHING TO JUSTIFY HIMSELF, SAID TO JESUS: AND 
WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR? (Luke 10: 25-29) 

 

******* 
The Seventh Station: Jesus Falls the Second Time 

Bracero program sculpture 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.  

Weakened by the heavy weight of the cross, Jesus falls and lies exhausted on the ground. 
There are no more Simons and Veronicas to comfort him. Abandoned by his followers, at this 
moment, he suffers alone. 
 
Desire a specific white utopia, L.A. elites had continued to wield law enforcement and 
incarceration against anyone threatening that vision. As the 19th turned to the 20th century, 
a new carceral need began to arise in their eyes.  
 
In Mexico, General Porfirio Diaz began to suppress the dissent of anyone challenging foreign 
investments that dispossessed campesinos and indigenous peoples from their lands. This 
pushed two groups to enter the U.S: refugees began “fleeing dispossession, poverty, and 
revolution,” just as rebels and PLM supporters searched for a safe place to plan their 
response. The U.S. - prioritizing its own interest - began to work in support of the Mexican 
government to arrest PLM rebels.  
 
At this point, “...Mexicans [had] emerged as the majority low-wage workforce in many western 
industries.” Nativists began working to “restrict and even end immigration ot the United States 
from every region of the world other than western Europe.” The National Origins Act (1924) 
reserved 96% of immigration quotas for European immigrants, but big business made sure a 
“Western Hemisphere exemption” existed to protect cheap Mexican labor. Both parties soon 
recognized shared interest in criminalizing “unlawful” entry into the U.S. The “prosecution of 
cases of unlawful entry skyrocketed each year [after]...” 
 
The Mexican consul in San Antonio, Enrique Santibanez, predicted that even before a single 
year of the new law’s implementation had passed, the U.S. government would have to “build 
special jails.” He was correct. The Bureau of Prison “assumed control of Terminal Island, an 
abandoned military facility just outside Los Angeles,” and “completed a string of federal jails 
dedicated to imprisoning immigration offenders, namely Mexicans.” “One town...incarcerated 
more Mexicans than the federal government. That town, Los Angeles, California…” 
 
But L.A. was left with a conundrum: “Could local employers, as promised, extract sweat from 
Mexican laborers while curbing Mexican settlement north of the border?” So, they invested in 
both carceral and cultural assimilation practices. “As early as 1924, in an effort to discourage 
immigration, the Los Angeles Police Department began to arrest and incarcerate an 



increasing number of Mexicans in the city.” Using justifications familiar to 21st century 
Angelenos, Mexican “character defects” were highlighted.  
 
Not only were “vagrancy charges...used to compel Mexican labor” but “local employers and 
authorities leveraged public order charges to incarcerate Mexicans who organized to alter the 
conditions of their labor and, thereby, life in the United States.” This history has continued 
through the East L.A. Walkouts, the work of the United Farm Workers, and so many others. 
“By 1936, more Mexicans than Anglo-Americans were incarcerated in Los Angeles City Jail,” 
a stark reality that continues to this day. 
 
We gather now in front of the Bracero monument that seeks to honor another period of 
exploiting non-white bodies. As the recognizes, “Braceros endured great personal sacrifice, 
leaving loved ones behind in Mexico and working in harsh conditions with little pay,” a long 
tradition in U.S. and L.A. history.  
 
Let us remember these workers who, like Jesus, know what it is like to be exhausted under 
the hot sun after hours or grueling toil. Whose back-breaking labor on dry earth brings wafts 
of dirt into parched throat and onto dry lips. So, too, domestic workers, food service workers, 
sanitation workers, manufacturing work...all for meager subsistence and death. How many 
skilled professionals, nuanced poets, compassionate caregivers, and inspiring visionaries 
have been relegated to exploited labor and human cages? As Los Angeles espouses its care 
for the immigrant, let us remember our past and our present and transform our hearts and 
systems.  
 
BREAK OPEN THE HEART OF THIS CITY, LORD, TO FEEL THE HEARTACHE OF OUR 
INDIGENOUS AND LATINO/LATINA NEIGHBORS. OPEN OUR EYES TO THEIR PLIGHT 
AND OUR EARS TO THEIR RIGHTEOUS ANGER.  
 

***  

TODAY I CALL ON HEAVEN AND EARTH TO WITNESS AGAINST YOU: I AM 
OFFERING LIFE OR DEATH, BLESSING OR CURSE. CHOOSE LIFE THEN SO THAT 
YOU AND OUR DESCENDANTS MAY LIVE. 

 

******* 
The Eighth Station: Jesus Speaks to the Women of Jerusalem 

Pico House and the Chinese American Museum 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.  

Jesus took time, amidst his suffering and walk to his death, to speak with these “Daughters of 
Jerusalem.” This assortment of women, from different backgrounds and experiences, shared 
this experience together, the pain of witnessing Christ’s execution. But Jesus refocuses their 



pain, “Do not weep for me; weep for yourselves and for your children.” We cannot assume it 
will be someone else, or someone else’s children, who suffers. 

Los Angeles will always find a new “racialized other” whose existence troubles the white 
settler fantasy in Los Angeles. Before the U.S. turned its focus on its neighbors to the south, 
settlers turned their attention to Chinese immigrants and Chinese Americans. And when they 
did, a new carceral horizon broke open in the United States that would change the landscape 
of Los Angeles forever. 

We gather here in L.A.’s original Chinatown area, outside of Pico House because in 1871, a 
mob of around 500 white persons rushed down the Calle de los Negros to attack, rob, 
mutilate, shoot, and hang 17-20 Chinese residents because they heard a policeman had 
been shot and a rancher killed by a Chinese man. But this racist violence was just one 
incident in a long history. 

In 1892, the ”Geary Act required all Chinese laborers living in the U.S. to register with the 
federal government or be subject to arrest...and deportation.” This act “criminalized 
unregistered - that is, undocumented - immigration status” and “knotted immigration control to 
crime and punishment in historically unprecedented and constitutionally questionable ways.” 
Though congressional opponents blocked much of its funding (and thus some of its 
enforcement), that wasn’t before people were harmed and precedence set.  

The fury of white Angeleonos that enforcement had been blocked led to a mounting pressure 
that unleashed deportation raids across the Southland and generated the first deportations 
from the state of California.” Wong Dep Ken was arrested, denied bail, and “remanded to the 
custody of the sheriffs in the Los Angeles County Jail” until Judge Ross ordered his 
deportation. By September 1893, Judge Ross had make it legal for “any private citizen to 
initiate the arrest of any Chinese immigrant…” and the greater Los Angeles area became the 
nation’s epicenter of deportation.”  

The future Wong Wing Supreme Court decision created “immigrant detention as a new form 
of human confinement veiled within the U.S. carceral system...Ever since, immigrants subject 
to forced removal from the United States have been [legally] caged in county jails, federal 
prisons, and immigration stations - also in warehouses, boats, parks, sheds, and even private 
homes ‘fitted with barred windows.’ 

Los Angeles would support these practices time and time again: in the mass deportation of 
those of Mexican descent in the 1930’s (Operation Wetback) and in the internment of 19,000 
Japanese Americans at the Santa Anita Racetrack. “Today, amid a historically 
unprecedented swell of deportations, immigrant detention is booming in the Los Angeles 
Basin.” “In the greater Los Angeles area,...the Los Angeles County Jail, and the federal 
Metropolitan Detention Facility all hold immigrant detainees.” But more than just public 
prisons, “Immigration and Customs Enforcement...contracts with Geo Group, a private 
corporation, to hold detainees in a facility located just over the mountains…” This system of 
deportation has been wielded against many others and has created untold harm on 
Southeast Asian communities, Central American communities, African and other 
Afro-descendent communities.  



These communities - oftentimes incarcerated next to family members and ethnic neighbors - 
know that when one is not safe, none are safe. Though Jesus was the intended victim today, 
anyone who the empire desires to punish, to scapegoat, to eliminate, or to exploit tomorrow 
will be next. 

FIRST THEY CAME FOR THE TONGVA-GABRIELINO, AND I DID NOT SPEAK 
OUT - BECAUSE I WAS NOT INDIGENOUS TO THIS LAND. 

THEN THEY CAME FOR THE POOR AND UNHOUSED, AND I DID NOT SPEAK 
OUT - BECAUSE I HAD STABLE HOUSING AND GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT. 

THEN THEY CAME FOR THE LATINO/LATINA COMMUNITY, AND I DID NOT 
SPEAK OUT - BECAUSE I WAS BENEFITTING FROM THEIR EXPLOITATION. 

THEN THEY CAME FOR THE CHINESE, AND I DID NOT SPEAK OUT - BECAUSE I 
WAS NOT CHINESE.  

THEN THEY CAME FOR THE BLACK COMMUNITY, AND I DID NOT SPEAK OUT - 
BECAUSE I LIKED THE ASSUMPTION OF MY OWN INNOCENCE AND GOODNESS. 

THEN THEY CAME FOR ME, - AND THERE WAS NO ONE LEFT TO SPEAK FOR 
ME. 

**** 

 WHEN AN ALIEN RESIDES WITH YOU IN THE LAND, DO NOT MISTREAT THEM. 
YOU SHALL TREAT THE ALIEN WHO RESIDES WITH YOU NO DIFFERENTLY THAN 
THE NATIVES BORN AMONG YOU; HAVE THE SAME LOVE FOR THEM AS FOR 
YOURSELF, FOR YOU TOO WERE ONCE ALIENS IN THE LAND OF EGYPT.       (Lev. 
19:33-34) 

 

******  
The Ninth Station: Jesus Falls the Third Time. 

Little Tokyo Mural (Bronzeville) 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD. 

With exhaustion creeping deeper into his bones and excruciating pain filling his senses, 
Jesus falls the third and final time. His fatigue pierces his body from having walked this road 
for so long: decades of watching people thrown away by the elites, hours of extended abuse, 
carrying a cross forced onto him by empire...  
 
The reality for black Angelenos is no different. “For years, the police...had ‘ruthless[ly] 
meander[ed]...up and down the streets of the [city’s] black belt beating up and even killing 
defenseless citizens.” That was as true for “persons of African descent...marginalized by the 



casta system [during Spanish rule],” as it was in 1927 when these words were penned (as 
black migration to L.A. began to skyrocket) as it is today.  
 
Fearing the growth of black L.A., “[White] city elites and authorities quickly incorporated 
tactics to demean, limit, and cage black life.” White Americans “passed new laws that 
structurally marginalized persons of African descent”: municipal codes limiting access to 
public spaces (ex. pools), neighborhood practices threatening violence to any person of color 
in their neighborhoods after sundown, restrictive housing covenants limiting black settlement 
to a corridor along Central Avenue.  
 
This “Harlem of the West” became the official home for all “vices” (saloons, gambling dens, 
and dance clubs) outlawed by zoning codes in L.A.’s white settler suburbs. The concentration 
of these spaces in this community did two things. First, it gave a safe haven for white 
voyeurists to flock to while “fueling the idea that moral lapses, forbidden pleasures, and 
sexual delinquencies only occured in the Black Belt. Additionally, this gave a legal content for 
L.A.’s attack on black Angelenos: in 2 years (1925-1927), two officers had made 3,000 
arrests which accounted for 1/10 of the city’s total black population.  
 
“Many police officers, underpaid and poorly trained, became embroiled in illicit trades.” 
“Mayors, chiefs of police, and city authorities often directed the city’s numerous police 
protection rackets, receiving thousands of dollars daily for shielding illicit operations from 
raids and arrests.” “The numerous raids and arrests on Central Avenue functioned to punish 
vice operators who failed to pay for police protection, but customers and residents of color 
were the ones arrested and caged.” White Angelenos were seldom brought in. 
 
Though many middle class black families encouraged the criminalization of these industries, 
there came a time when even they recognized the disparate abuses of police on the black 
community. From 1927 to today, despite the continued evidence of police intimidating 
witnesses, planting evidence, offering false testimony, ballistic evidence, perjury, histories of 
officer misconduct…, nothing changed. “The cycle was clear. Arrests, beatings, and 
complaints were followed by promises, stalled investigations, and acquittals.” “The brutality 
and rampant arrests continued with a disproportionate impact on underemployed and poorly 
sheltered black residents of the Central Avenue district.” The varied practices of “genocide” 
continue today. 
 
And here we stand now, in front of the Little Tokyo Mural. After being redlined and relegated 
to Central Avenue for decades, the internment of the Japanese left a geographical opening 
for black Angelenos to expand into. This area, which became known as “Bronzeville” became 
a vibrant community of bars, barbecue joints, and jazz clubs, as represented with Charlie 
Parker’s performing on this mural. Today, few physical reminders of the Bronzeville era 
remain; this community was forced to move, once again: into our jails and onto our streets, 
continuing a long history of criminalizing and disposing of black bodies.  
 
For our brutal legacy of slavery 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 



For the history of black codes 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
For policies of convict leasing 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
For Jim Crow 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
For a history of medical testing and experimentation 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
For segregation 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
For the war on drugs 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
For mass incarceration 
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 
And for all the atrocities of small and large magnitude that have taken place between these. 
For an insidious and evolving system of control and oppression that will create new 
mechanisms for control if we do not transform the entire system.  
 

LORD HAVE MERCY 
 

*** 
 

LET YOUR TEARS RUN DOWN LIKE A TORRENT BY DAY AND NIGHT. GIVE 
YOURSELF NOT A MOMENT’S REST, LET YOUR TEARS NEVER CEASE. ARISE AND 
CRY ALOUD IN THE NIGHT; POUR OUT YOUR HEART LIKE WATER IN THE LORD’S 
PRESENCE. LIFT UP YOUR HAND TO HIM FOR THE LIVES OF YOUR CHILDREN.  
 (Lamentations 2:18-19) 
 
 

******* 
The Tenth Station: Jesus is Stripped of His Garments. 

Los Angeles Times building 



We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

 BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD. 

Today the world order is decidedly upside down. Our city and county’s resources, like Christ’s 
garments, are stripped from local communities in need and handed to profiteering 
corporations and harm-inducing programs. Obscene portions of our local and county budgets 
are going to law enforcement which could fund all needed social programs in L.A. in 
perpetuity.  

Just as we call for budgets that stop stripping away our community’s resources for caging, we 
call for local (news) media to commit itself to faithfully stripping away the lies of empire so as 
to bear the truth for Angelenos. 

“Man killed by police; planned to overthrow government”  

“Domestic terror plot thwarted: Homeless man planned ‘uprising,’ military intelligence says. 

Governor says he was “left with no choice;” orders kill on top general to “stop a rebellion” 

Any of these might be the headline if the Los Angeles Times covered Jesus’s death today. 
Though (news) media love “sensational” stories and occasionally cover and uncover 
important truths for the public, far too often they serve simply as a microphone for powers 
that desire neither transparency nor accountability and narratives that push agendas in 
opposition to our collective best interests.  

Around the turn of the 20th century, the Los Angeles Times was considered the “‘ideological 
spokesman’ of the city’s booster elite.” “Harrison Gray Otis, influential [anti-union] owner and 
operator of the Times” had an agenda. One small part of that agenda was to push out the 
“tramp invasion” found “swarming’ in the city’s central core.” The Los Angeles Herald felt no 
differently: “It is infinitely better to take tramps and vagrants into custody on minor charges, 
than to permit them to roam about the city unmolested.”  

And when the LAPD raided the Black Cat Tavern on New Years Eve in 1967, only a local gay 
newspaper Tangents showed up to report on the undercover police who beat patrons and 
arrest fourteen others for kissing (public lewdness) and “assault.” Are police raids not 
newsworthy? Is informing the public of challenges to basic human rights (regardless of the 
laws of the time) not a priority?  

And in 2018, when inmates in 17 states (including in Los Angeles County) took part in work 
strikes, hunger strikes, and sit-ins for roughly four weeks, no national Los Angeles media 
outlet covered it.  

And today, after incidents involving law enforcement, the news media loves to center Sheriff 
and LAPD spokespeople. These professionals are trained to obfuscate, set on protecting 
departments with a continual track record of falsifying statements and hiding evidence and 
facts. As BLM-LA organizer Melina Abdullah is known to say, the cops engage in the process 



of double assassination - first killing the body and then assassinating the character of their 
victims. The news media are willing conspirators in these acts. 

There is a reason why, before 2020, the L.A. Sheriffs were under no legal obligation to turn 
over any evidence of misconduct or personnel files of repeated abuse to an oversight board. 
The police and sheriff lobby dictates the level of accountability and transparency our elected 
officials demand of law enforcement. Maybe now, thanks to the work of disproportionately 
impacted communities and ally organizations, we will find out what led to the deaths of 54 
people in L.A. Jails over the last three years. 

And while we might want to dismiss Hollywood’s love of unlimited narratives pushing the 
heroism of policing and the disposability of “criminals” - COPS, CSI, NCIS, Blue Bloods, it 
reflects the larger culture we have tolerated. Watching Detective Benson and Stabler on Law 
and Order: SVU groomed me to see things only from the lens of the police, to tolerate their 
(ab)use of power, and to find peace with the void of accountability for their actions. We need 
better from our media (and our culture), whose words (or silences) help us frame the world 
around us and inform our perception.  

So let us return resources to their rightful places and demand institutions that prioritize the 
revelation of truth because the first casualty in a “war” is the truth and with the largest jail 
population in the world, L.A. has clearly declared a war. 

******* 

HE HAS SHOWN YOU, O MORTAL, WHAT IS GOOD. AND WHAT DOES THE 
LORD REQUIRE OF YOU? TO ACT JUSTLY, TO LOVE MERCY, AND TO WALK 
HUMBLY WITH YOUR GOD. (Micah 6:8) 

 

*********** 
The Eleventh Station: Jesus is Nailed to the Cross. 

Siqueiros Tropical Interpretive Center 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD. 

Thick iron nails are pounded through his wrists; the cross bearing the savior of the world is 
raised and slammed into place, causing excruciating pain to the tortured body. The 
humiliation is complete: naked, helpless, the carpenter's son is raised up on the scaffolding 
reserved for political criminals, for those who would dare challenge the systems in place and 
the powers that be. The charge "Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews" is nailed to the top of 
the cross. 

Above us is one of the famous murals by David Alfaro Siqueiros, America Tropical. From 
Siqueiros’ vantage point, what he saw was “a land of natives, of Indians, Creoles, of 
African-American [people], all of them invariably persecuted and harassed by their respective 
governments.” And when we think about other communities specifically targeted by law 



enforcement, we must remember the exhaustive list of protestors, dissenters, artists, 
revolutionaries, labor unions and other freedom-guided organizations… fighting for structural 
changes to our society.  

When the LAPD arrested 504 union organizers in between 1919 and 1925 on charges 
designed to stifle union activity, they had nothing to benefit from squashing union activity. 
They were simply fulfilling their role as tools of empire, pawns wielded by those in power. But 
George Clement, the director of the Agricultural Bureau of the Los Angeles Chamber of 
Commerce, had something to gain. That is why he worked with local employers and law 
enforcement… to orchestrate mass arrests on public order charges when Mexican workers 
dared go on strike in 1928.  

The LAPD has continued to work to undermine numerous organizers, organizations, and 
efforts seeking radical transformation of society. As the Stop LAPD Spying Coalition has 
documented, the LAPD has infiltrated the Workers of the World (1923), The Friends of the 
Black Panthers (1969), Students for a Democratic Society (1970), the United Farm Workers 
(1975), the Alliance for Survival (1976), the Socialist Workers’ Party (1978), the American 
Indian Movement (1979) the Brown Berets (1976), the Progressive Labor Party (1977), 
Coalition Against Police Abuse (1982), and many more, even infiltrating Refuse Fascism in 
2017.  

Additionally, they have not shied from using deceit and violence towards activists and justice 
seekers. In 1938, they planted a bomb in the car of Harry Raymond for investigating police 
ties to organized crime. Thirty years later, during their raid on the Black Panthers, the LAPD 
brought 200 officers, SWAT, a helicopter and a tank to serve a warrant obtained using false 
information provided by the FBI. Five years later, a Senate committee concluded that LAPD’s 
tactics “were indisputably degrading to a free society” and “gave rise to the risk of death and 
often disregarded the personal rights and dignity of the victims.”  

To live under an unjust system is intolerable. To be crucified to that system, without 
opportunity for protest, transformation, or collective action is unforgivable. Just as Christ is 
crucified to the cross of the empire, so, too, are so many others. Why have we forsaken 
them? Hanging there, unable to escape the brutal pain, with muffled cries from a parched 
throat, suffocating under the weight of his body held to a cross with iron spikes, is Christ’s 
only escape death? Is anyone’s only escape death? Without those courageous enough to 
push back, risking all they do, it would only be worse. 

        ***  

THE SIXTH HOUR CAME. THERE WAS DARKNESS OVER THE WHOLE LAND 
UNTIL THE NINTH HOUR. AND AT THE NINTH HOUR JESUS CRIED OUT IN A LOUD 
VOICE, "ELOI, ELOI, LAMA SABACHTHANI?" WHICH MEANS,'MY GOD, MY GOD, WHY 
HAVE YOU FORSAKEN ME?' 

 
*********** 

The Twelfth Station: Jesus Dies on the Cross, 
Hall of Justice 



 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.
 

Catholics love the crucifix, but it depicts an inaccurate history. Jesus’ body is void of the 
lashings he received and the dirt that would have clung to his sweat and tears as he 
stumbled upon the road. Where is the old and new blood that would have been oozing from 
his body? Doesn’t dragging a cross down unpaved roads leave the body bruised and 
swollen? Wouldn’t the nails have ripped the flesh in his hands and feet as gravity tried to pull 
Christ to the ground? This is not the image of a truly crucified body.  

Similarly, when we have spoken about murder by law enforcement, our words do not fairly 
represent what that means. We are talking about bone splintering, organ puncturing, slowly 
suffocating, skin sizzling, vehicle impaling, body dragging, blunt trauma crushing violence. 
We are talking about force so hard the Mag-lite handle was left imprinted on John’s forehead.  
 
Not only must we be clear about what death by law enforcement means, we must also talk 
about scale. In Los Angeles, during District Attorney Jackie Lacey’s eight years in office, over 
550 Angelenos have been killed by local and county law enforcement. Of the 550+ killed by 
law enforcements, D.A. Jackie Lacey has only articulated intent to prosecute one officer. He 
will be the second on-duty officer to be charged for shooting a civilian in L.A. in 20 years. The 
power of police unions and California’s Law Enforcement Bill of Rights is stronger than D.A. 
Lacey’s personal resolve or care for her constituents. These taxpayer-funded death squads 
work together with impunity, wreaking great harm to so many.  
 
And while physical death is something to condemn, it is not the only death people experience 
because of law enforcement and incarceration. We see political disenfranchisement: the loss 
of right to vote. We see economic strangulation: the inevitable struggles to get meaningful 
employment, the loss of access to social programs like subsidized housing, food stamps, and 
more. We also see social and spiritual death: gang injunctions have kept many kids away 
from their families and being formerly incarcerated impacts custody battles.  

Someone else will be killed by the state tomorrow. What would Jesus say? I don’t know, but 
he’d probably mention that only black and brown Angelenos are sentenced to death by 
Jackie Lacey (a state practice near to his heart, and head, and hands, and side).  

Two thousand years ago it was Rome.  

TODAY IT IS THE UNITED STATES: CHRIST BLEEDING ON THE STREETS, 
LANGUISHING IN A CELL, KILLED BY THE STATE.  

The names may change but the fruits of empire remain the same: the denigration and 
destruction of the poor, the criminalization of people of color, the choice of death over life. We 
have witnessed on our pilgrimage this afternoon the human cost of our city and county’s 
choices. The crucifixion is not only an historical event, it is repeated again and again, day 



after day on our streets, in our schools, and throughout our prisons, detention centers, and 
penal camps.  

 “SHELTER ME O GOD, BEYOND MY WANTS, BEYOND MY FEARS, FROM 
DEATH INTO LIFE.”  

*** 

A JAR OF VINEGAR STOOD THERE, SO PUTTING A SPONGE SOAKED IN 
VINEGAR ON A HYSSOP STICK, THEY HELD IT UP TO HIS MOUTH. AFTER JESUS 
HAD TAKEN THE VINEGAR, HE SAID, "IT IS FINISHED," AND BOWING HIS HEAD, HE 
GAVE UP HIS SPIRIT. (John 19: 29-30) 

 

All Participants Are Invited to Kneel for a Moment in Silent Prayer. 

 

******* 
The Thirteenth Station: Jesus is Taken Down From the Cross. 

MDC and Federal MDC and Twin Towers... 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD 

At sundown, Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus took the body of Christ down from the 
cross and prepared it for burial. Mary of Magdala and Mary the Mother of Joseph were 
watching and saw where he was laid. The women... the paradigmatic disciples, faithful to the 
end, call us to be present to Jesus today, ministering to him in all of the dark places, 
performing the Works of Mercy and denouncing institutions of death and destruction. 

We believe in an incarnate God who suffered and was executed to end victimization. It is up 
to us to bring that vision to reality.  
 
So, what can we do to take people down from the cross today? Thanks to the incredible 
organizing work of grassroots activists and formerly incarcerated individuals: the LAPD have 
stopped towing dwelling vehicles and lessened tickets, the Sheriffs have reduced bookings 
80%, the D.A. has raised cite and release policy up to $50,000 and decreased the number of 
people she is calling to court, and L.A. County has released roughly 3,000 people from our 
jails.  
 
And while all this has happened, L.A.’s social fabric has not crumbled into disarray nor 
slipped into chaos. This leads me to one conclusion: the laws I was taught were necessary, 
the practices I was taught were integral to our “collective safety,” the things I was told were 
unavoidable because of political bureaucracy and expense, were simply not true. 
 



While deep systemic work is still needed (and underway) to change the face of incarceration 
in L.A., we can be a part of the work today that makes a difference. We have been told that 
this week is crucial for the safety of Angelenos as it relates to COVID-19. This week is 
integral in determining whether cases will spike or the curve will flatten. And as we sit in our 
homes, many struggling to deal with feelings of isolation, loneliness, and insecurity, 
thousands of Angelenos still sit in crowded jail cells.  
 
No one, no matter what their crime, deserves a death sentence, particularly not one that 
could come simply because of crowded prisons. It is time we call on local politicians, judges, 
and state representatives to demand they prioritize the lives of our fellow Angelenos.  
 
Included in the script you can follow of these Stations, posted on the Los Angeles Catholic 
Worker Facebook page, are numbers you can call, emails you can send, and posts you can 
make to demand the prioritization of the health and safety of all Angelenos.  
 
When we finish our next and final station, I plead with you to please spend a few moments 
doing your part. 

       ***  

HE HAS WORN AWAY MY FLESH AND MY SKIN, HE HAS BROKEN MY BONES; 
HE HAS BESET ME ROUND WITH POVERTY AND WEARINESS; HE HAS LEFT ME TO 
DWELL IN THE DARK LIKE THOSE LONG DEAD. (Lamentations 3:4-6)  
 

******* 
The Fourteenth Station: Jesus is Placed in the Tomb. 

Federal Metropolitan Detention Center 

We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you. 

BECAUSE BY YOUR HOLY CROSS YOU REDEEM THE WORLD.  

And so it is over, the stone is shoved forward and falls into place. Pilate and the High Priests 
return to their offices, secure in the knowledge of victory. Things are back to normal. Power 
does not lose. But something stirs in the sepulchral darkness - the winding sheets tremble 
while we are at home, washing out hands. 
 
It would be easy - realistic even - to give up, to say, “This thing is too hard for us, love is dead 
and violence has triumphed.” But two thousands years later, the death of Jesus, son of Mary, 
tortured and executed for crimes against the state, inspires millions of people. Those who 
were powerful - Pilar, Caiaphas, and Annas - are only remembered because their stories are 
touched by his. He who was weakest of all is victor. Hope is not easy. The triumph of life on 
the third day comes only after the Way of the Cross, the agony of Calvary. But come it does, 
in ways sometimes secret and unimaginable.  
 



IN TRUTH I TELL YOU, A GRAIN OF WHEAT REMAINS A SOLITARY GRAIN 
UNLESS IT FALLS INTO THE GROUND AND DIES; BUT IF IT DIES, IT BEARS A RICH 
HARVEST. 
 
And now we wait for what comes next.  
 
We wait to see the impacts of Measure R to invest in alternatives to incarceration and 
increased accountability of the Sheriff’s department in Los Angeles. 
 
We wait to see what the 3,000 released Angelenos will show us about ourselves. 
 
We wait to see what the Office of Diversion and Re-Entry, a miniscule office with a miniscule 
budget, can do given that they have a 90% success rate with diverting people from 
recidivism.  
 
We want to see if the county will honor its responsibilities to the most vulnerable Angelenos.  
 
We wait to see what the proposals made by the Alternatives to Incarceration workgroup and 
adopted by the County Board of SUpervisors will do. 
 
We wait to see what the alternatives to 911 work in Los Angeles will provide in the way of 
more life-giving options. 
 
But waiting is not a passive action. It requires deep prayer, constant reflection, commitment 
to diverse communities, practices of accountability, listening to the most vulnerable voices 
among us.  
Each day, each moment, our God calls us to choose our path: “I have put before you this day 
life and death… choose life!  
 
This system has incarcerated the indigenous, the “unproductive,” the sexually “deviant,” the 
gender nonconforming, the poor, the immigrant, the exploited worker, the unhoused, the 
addict, the sex worker, the activist, the young, the non-Christian, the differently abled, the 
student... and caged them so as to steal their land, their labor, their political energy, their 
economic stability, their identity and to hide their diversity, the failure of capitalism, and to 
recondition their values, lifestyles, and aspirations ... 
 
Let us be inspired by Jesus and by the Native Americans in Los Angeles who “regularly freed 
themselves by breaking out of jail.” Let us break the habits of carceral elimination in this 
settler city because it is only when everyone is free that any of us will be truly free.  

 

 LEAD US FROM DEATH TO LIFE, FROM FALSEHOOD TO TRUTH. LEAD US 
FROM DESPAIR TO HOPE, FROM FEAR TO TRUST. LEAD US FROM HATE TO LOVE, 
FROM WAR TO PEACE. LET PEACE FILL OUR HEARTS AND OUR WORLD.  

Let us go in peace to make peace, to be peace in our world.                     AMEN.   



CONTACTING JUDGES 
 

Dear JusticeLA supporters, 

One of the biggest hurdles to releasing thousands more are the judges. 

On March 17, 2020 the Los Angeles County Superior Court Presiding Judge 

Brazile wrote an order that actually extends the amount of time that people 

could remain locked up in the dangerous conditions of the LA County jail 

system. Pursuant to that order, those booked into custody for felonies may now 

have to wait 7 days before seeing a judge, instead of the usual 48 hours; and 

their trials can be extended by up to an additional 30 days. 

Judge Kevin C. Brazile has the power to protect thousands of people in our 

county jails and courts from getting exposed to COVID-19 or keep them locked 

up where they will be exposed to COVID-19. 

Email and Tweet at Judge Brazile and Judge Ohta TODAY and urge them to 

implement the demands outlined below. Use the sample email template and 

sample tweets below, but feel free to make them your own! 

Don't wait! By taking immediate action, you are protecting people from receiving 

a COVID-19 sentence. 

 

Send to: 

Hon. Kevin C. Brazile, Los Angeles County Superior Court; kcbrazile@lacourt.org 

Hon. Sam Ohta, Los Angeles County Superior Court: sohta@lacourt.org  

 

 

mailto:kcbrazile@lacourt.org
mailto:sohta@lacourt.org


TEMPLATE EMAIL 

Dear Los Angeles County Superior Court Leadership, 

We write to you as the loved ones of people impacted by criminalization, people directly 

impacted by criminalization, academics, public defenders, defense attorneys, students, 

community members and community advocates fighting for the freedom of our community 

members and loved ones. 

We are scared for the health and safety of people incarcerated in the jails as well as all staff 

that go in and out of these facilities on a daily basis, and their families and communities. 

Taking New York City as an example, Rikers Island jail went from 0 cases of COVID-19 to 

180 cases in a span of two weeks. On March 30, 2020, Los Angeles County jails reported 

the first positive test for an individual incarcerated there. The Court must act now to prevent 

L.A. County jails from becoming the next Rikers Island. 

Thank you for your leadership in issuing the “Emergency Bail Schedule Modification”. 

Setting bail at $0 for most offenses will significantly reduce the number of people 

incarcerated pretrial going forward, but we are in a moment where we have to do more. 

Other LA County departments have already taken significant steps to release people from 

the jails, and have prevented thousands more from entering the jails. They have developed 

policies that have led to the reduction in the LA County jail population by over 2,500 people 

in a matter of weeks. You have the power to expedite release of vulnerable people and 

those pretrial.  

We call on you, Los Angeles Superior Court Presiding Judge and Supervising Judge of the 

Criminal Division to take the following steps to protect people from contracting and dying 

from COVD-19 inside the jails:   

1. Act immediately and issue blanket release orders that will significantly decrease 
the number of people who are currently detained in our jails and juvenile halls; 
those who are not substantially likely to cause bodily harm to an identifiable 
person. A 15.5% decrease in the jail population to date is not sufficient to keep 
people safe. 

2. Release all individuals held in County jails who are in custody only because of a 
probation or parole violation without regard to the underlying conviction. 

3. Decline to follow the recommendations from California Chief Justice Tani G. 
Cantil-Sakauye who authorized extending deadlines for arraignments, preliminary 
hearings and trials: Extending the time of felony arraignments to up to 7 days 
instead of the usual 48 hours; extending the time a person must wait before a 
preliminary hearing to 15 days; and extending trials by up to an additional 30 

https://justicelanow.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f934dc2fc2fc260aebb30f922&id=978252db30&e=f48a0892a8
https://justicelanow.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f934dc2fc2fc260aebb30f922&id=082d982e2d&e=f48a0892a8


days. This process condemns people in Los Angeles County to conditions that 
will most surely expose them to COVID-19.  

4. Delay implementation of the Pretrial Risk Assessment Pilot, as the tool does not 
take into account the risk of COVID-19.  

5. Default to noncustodial sentences wherever possible, and resolutions that avoid 
immigration consequences that could ultimately result in immigration detention 
where outbreak potential is highest. 

6. Cancel probation or parole revocation hearings based on technical violations, and 
release on signature bonds those held in custody pending hearings. Release all 
people held on “flash incarcerations.” 

7. Reduce the number of in-person court appearances for non-essential issues and 
low-level cases. Agree to waive appearances for status court dates for people 
both in and out of custody, and for people charged with misdemeanors and 
felonies. 

8. Decline to issue “failure to appear” warrants or “bench warrants.” 
9. Postpone all probation, parole, and court-ordered classes; in-person drug testing; 

collection of court debt; and eliminate all reporting. 
10. Require that prosecutors provide public health/COVID-19-informed justification 

for any actions/requests that would bring people into courthouses, jails, and 
prisons. Ensure those justifications are on the record. 

11. Heavily consider the significant risk of mortality and spread of COVID-19 inside 
custodial facilities and follow these guidelines for keeping the community safe, 
both in and out of jail, and when conducting any court hearings. 

12. Extend paid sick leave to all court employees, including those with 
temporary/part-time employment status. 

13. Retroactively apply the “Emergency Bail Schedule Modification” to people 
currently incarcerated in the jails. 

Failure to do the above will severely endanger people trapped in jail during this pandemic, as 

well as the jail staff, court staff, and their families and communities. You must take action 

now! We cannot afford to lose any more community members to COVID-19. I look forward 

to hearing how you will take action to protect our community members and Los Angeles 

County employees from a COVID-19 sentence. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

  

 

 

https://justicelanow.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f934dc2fc2fc260aebb30f922&id=294a687a44&e=f48a0892a8


SAMPLE TWEETS 

@LASuperiorCourt Thank you for your leadership in issuing the “Emergency Bail 

Schedule Modification”. Setting bail at $0 for most offenses will significantly 

reduce the number of people incarcerated pretrial going forward, but we are in a 

moment where we have to do more #COVID19 

 

@lasuperiorcourt the conditions in LA County jail do not allow for social 

distancing or proper hygiene. These conditions place the entire #publichealth of 

LA at risk. We can prevent deaths by releasing as many people as possible. Not 

next week, when it may be too late, but NOW!!  

 

@LASuperiorCourt We are scared for the health & safety of ppl incarcerated in 

the jails including all staff that go in & out of these facilities daily, & their families 

& communities.  You must take action now! We cannot afford to lose any more 

community members to COVID-19.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONTACT LAPD POLICE COMMISSION AND CITY 
ATTORNEY 

 

 

March 18, 2020 

 

Los Angeles Police Department Chief Michel Moore 
Police Commission President Eileen Decker 
Police Commission Vice President Shane Murphy Goldsmith Police Commissioner Dale Bonner 
Police Commissioner Steve Soboroff 
Police Commissioner Sandra Figueroa-Villa 
100 West 1st Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012  

Los Angeles City Attorney Michael Feuer City Hall East, Suite 800 
Los Angeles, CA 90012  

Sent via Email  

RE: COVID-19 Containment in Los Angeles  

 Dear Los Angeles City Attorney Michael Feuer, Los Angeles Police Department Chief Michel Moore, and 
Los Angeles Police Commissioners,  

Heightened concern over the COVID-19 pandemic has gripped our communities. Just this month, a state of 
emergency was declared in response to California’s first COVID-19 death. Each day, the number of people 



infected with the virus in Los Angeles County continues to rise. Our major universities and LAUSD have 
suspended classes, employees are being encouraged to telecommute, and consumers are stocking their homes 
with enough food, water, and medical supplies to survive a multi-week quarantine. However, insufficient 
preparation has been taken to protect against the spread of COVID-19 through one of the largest and most 
vulnerable institutions in our community, the Los Angeles County jail system, or exposure to the virus by and 
from police officers at points of citation and arrest.  

LAPD has responded to the coronavirus by shifting operations to increase the number of officers on the 
streets. We share concerns voiced by other community organizations that the current public health crisis does 
not require increasing police presence. But especially with greater deployments, the Department must take 
steps to ensure that the increased number of officers do not simply perform increased arrests for minor 
offenses that will undermine public health and safety rather than protect it.

 

Our county jails are the most populated jails in the country, with a daily average of 17,000 people. Near the 
end of last year, the jail system was at 136% capacity, as six of the seven facilities were overpopulated by as 
much as 87%. The individuals crowded into our jails are medically vulnerable and held in close contact with 
each other, without frequent and adequate access to water and soap. In a context where medical care is 
deficient, housing conditions are squalid and individual needs are neglected, this is a recipe for the rapid 
spread of disease. City lock-ups may suffer from similar problems. The Los Angeles Police Department made 
more than 6,300 arrests in January 2020, many of which were processed through City of Los Angeles jails. 

This situation puts our entire county at risk. Each day, jails, unlike prisons, see a large number of people 
arrested and confined, while many others are released back to their community. The revolving door of 
incarcerated individuals, coupled with the daily influx of jail staff, vendors and medical professionals who 
return home, provides multiple avenues for COVID-19 to enter the jail and exit back into our neighborhoods 
and homes.  

Moreover, the processes of detention and arrest by themselves limit the ability of affected people and law 
enforcement to exercise recommended precautions such as avoiding or limiting all physical contact; staying 
several feet away from other people; and washing hands after coughing, sneezing, or coming into contact with 
potentially exposed surfaces, objects, or people. Being forced to appear in public spaces such as courts due to 
a citation can lead to similar exposure to public health risks.  

COVID-19 poses the greatest risk to the elderly and those who are immunocompromised because of 
preexisting medical conditions. In L.A. County, we have an aging jail population that the Sheriff’s Department 
has described as “unwell.” In 2019, it was reported that 21% of the jail population was 45 or older. People in 
this age group are at the greatest risk for COVID-19, yet pose the least public safety risk to our communities. 
By keeping vulnerable individuals behind bars, we are increasing the likelihood that COVID-19 will not only 
spread throughout the jail system, but that the virus will be routinely transmitted to even larger populations 
outside jail facilities.  

Finally, when vulnerable individuals are released from county jail facilities, it is imperative that we ensure that 
they are not forced into houselessness. Our houseless community is at heightened risk of not only contracting 
COVID-19, but of dying from the virus. 

 

Given the urgency of this situation, we call on the Los Angeles City Attorney and the Los Angeles Police 
Department to act immediately to protect the lives of Los Angeles residents – including not only those arrested 



and taken into custody, but also LAPD officers, jail staff, and the family members and communities of all these 
individuals. With COVID-19 threatening the health and lives of untold number of Angelenos, arrest, transport, 
and confinement in a jail facility for even a few hours, could turn into a death sentence for many.

 

To this end, we urge the City Attorney and LAPD to act in accordance with the recommendations below:
 

Los Angeles Police Department, Police Commissioners and Chief Michel Moore:
 

1)  Discontinue ticketing, detaining, and arresting people for low-level offenses and “quality of life” crimes, 
except in extraordinary circumstances. Such minor offenses pose at most minimal threats to public safety, 
which are far outweighed by the health risks to both the individuals and the larger community that are created 
by jailing people or requiring them to appear at crowded courthouses in a few weeks, potentially during the 
height of the pandemic’s effect in Los Angeles.  

 
2)  In particular, discontinue the filing of criminal charges or infractions related to a person’s unhoused status 
and other enforcement actions criminalizing houselessness, including enforcement of Los Angeles Municipal 
Code sections 41.18(d), 85.02 and 56.11, as called for by the “Services Not Sweeps” campaign. Stop towing RVs 
and other vehicles that people are using for shelter for debt collection, unpaid registration, minor parking 
violations, and in other cases where there is no public safety need. People experiencing homelessness 
currently struggle with the increased risk of disease spread and potential for increased severity of symptoms of 
the disease itself. Crowding into temporary shelters subverts the goal of social distancing. People living on the 
streets or in vehicles should be allowed to mitigate these risks without being subject to criminal law 
enforcement. 
  
3)  If police do take enforcement action, they should issue citations instead of arrest and booking for all people 
accused of misdemeanors, absent an extremely compelling reason for custodial arrest, like the imminent risk 
of serious physical harm to another person. Absent such a compelling reason to arrest on a felony charge that 
outweighs the health risk of incarceration, default to charging a misdemeanor for all “wobbler” offenses, 
pursuant to Penal Code section 17(b), in order to allow citation and release pursuant to Penal Code section 
853.6. Citation and release will keep people from entering jail facilities where they may be exposed to illness or 
where they may themselves expose others.  

 
4)  If police do take enforcement action, limit the number of people arrested, booked, and detained in close 
proximity to other people by: 
  
a. Issuing citations instead of arresting and booking people accused of misdemeanors, absent a known risk of 
serious physical harm to another person; 
  
b. Issuing citations instead of arresting and booking people for warrants related to any crime that are not 
serious or violent felonies, absent a known risk of serious physical harm to another person; 
  
c. Issuing citations instead of arresting and booking people for technical violations of probation or parole that 
do not involve allegations of serious physical harm to another person; 
  
d. Immediately releasing people held in police station jails with a citation to appear in court, unless they are 
accused of a serious or violent felony and there is a known risk of serious physical harm to another person.

  



5)  Provide quality health-care to all persons in your custody, including transferring to a hospital any person 
who is too ill for jail medical staff to effectively treat.  

 
6)  Coordinate with City and County medical staff to identify those in LAPD custody who are most potentially 
vulnerable to Covid-19, and develop a plan to prioritize their rapid release.

  
7)  Ensure that all holding cells within LAPD locked facilities are not over-crowded and that prisoners have 
sufficient space to practice appropriate social distancing. Perform regular and thorough cleaning of all lock-up 
facilities, police vehicles, and items that are used by multiple people for arrest or booking. Ensure that all 
prisoners have access to adequate sanitary equipment and hygiene supplies and are instructed on proper 
cleaning habits.  

 
8)  Extend paid sick leave to all employees, including those with temporary/part-time employment status. 
Ensure that LAPD officers and other employees are given sick leave as necessary and are not allowed to work 
while sick. 
  
9)  Support community demands from the “Services Not Sweeps” campaign and specifically decline to file 
criminal charges or infractions for violations related to a person’s unhoused status, including violations of 
L.A.M.C. 41.18(d), 85.02, and 56.11. 
  

 

Los Angeles City Attorney, Michael Feuer:  

1) Decline criminal charges whenever possible. For charges not declined, reduce as many as possible to 
citations or non-warrant, non-arrest charges, with return dates that are at least 6 months from the date of 
alleged incident.  

2) Advocate for the release of all medically fragile adults and adults over the age of 50  in the interest of 
justice, absent some compelling reason to keep them in custody. Jails house large numbers of people with 
chronic illnesses and complex medical needs, who are more vulnerable to becoming seriously ill and requiring 
more medical care with COVID-19. And the growing number of older adults in county jails are at higher risk for 
serious complications from a viral infection like COVID-19. Releasing these vulnerable groups from jail will 
reduce the need to provide complex medical care or transfers to hospitals when staff will be stretched thin.

 
3) Advocate for the immediate release of anyone charged with an offense that does not involve a serious 
physical safety risk to the community.  

4) Agree to release all accused people without bail, absent a determination that the person poses a threat of 
serious bodily injury to another identifiable person or persons if released. Agree to recall cases in which people 
remain in pretrial custody due to bail having been set and to release those who are not determined to pose a 
threat of serious bodily injury to an identifiable person or persons if released.  

5) Decline to request jail time as a sentence for people convicted of crimes, absent a compelling public safety 
rational that outweighs the potential health consequences of keeping someone in jail. Require prosecutors to 
articulate in court the potential health consequences of a jail sentence. Agree to delays in surrender dates for 
all jail sentences.  



6) Agree to not request bench warrants calling for arrests in response to failures to appear in court. 7) Extend 
paid sick leave to all employees, including those with temporary/part-time employment status. 

8) Support community demands from the “Services Not Sweeps” campaign and specifically decline to file 
criminal charges or infractions for violations related to a person’s unhoused status, including violations of 
L.A.M.C. 41.18(d), 85.02, and 56.11.  

We cannot wait for confirmation that COVID-19 has entered our jails before making the decision to act. We 
urge the City Attorney and Police Department to take immediate and decisive steps now to save lives. We will 
support you in taking the bold, but necessary, action to protect the health of every Angeleno, including the 
most vulnerable.  

Sincerely,  

ACLU of Southern California Advancement Project California 

All of Us or None 

Bend the Arc 

Black Lives Matter Los Angeles Brotherhood Crusade 

California Coalition for Women Prisoners Children’s Defense Fund California Coalition for Humane Immigrant 
Rights Community Coalition 

Dignity and Power Now 

Drug Policy Alliance 

Fair Chance Project 

Families United to End LWOP - FUEL Freedom for Immigrants 

Frontline Wellness Network 

Human Rights Watch 

Immigrant Legal Resource Center Initiate Justice 

JusticeLA 

La Defensa 

LA Voice  

Los Angeles Public Defenders Union 

March and Rally Los Angeles 

National Immigration Law Center 



National Council of Jewish Women Los Angeles Never Again Action - Los Angeles  

Public Counsel  

Reform L.A. Jails  

SEIU 2015  

SEIU Local 99  

Southern Christian Leadership Conference - Southern California  

Stop LAPD Spying 

Success Stories Program The Bail Project 

The Justice Collaborative The Strategy Center 

The Youth Justice Coalition Trans Latin@ Coalition White People 4 Black Lives  

 

 

 

 

 


